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        	Solutions


	How PIXIA Works
		Find the data you need at blazing speed, and distribute it when and where it matters most. 



	Security in the Cloud
		PIXIA's secure, cloud-based architecture removes the limitations of bandwidth and hardware.



	WAMI Specification
		PIXIA wrote the WAMI specification for the global standards community. Learn more.




	HiPER CLOUD™
		 HiPER CLOUD combines the features of a web-based imagery catalog with a rapid visualization capability for streaming imagery over areas of interest as an image flipbook.



	HiPER LOOK®
		HiPER LOOK is a data access solution used to catalog, organize and share large volumes of geospatial data and imagery via OGC compliant web services.



	HiPER STARE®
		HiPER STARE is a data access solution used to catalog, organize and disseminate large volumes of Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) data within a service oriented architecture.



	HiPER WATCH®
		HiPER WATCH is a data access solution used to catalog, organize, and share many streams of full motion video (FMV) within a services-oriented architecture.



	KiOSK®
		PIXIA’s KiOSK provides geospatial data management services for users on the go using common GIS applications. The PIXIA advantage: exactly the data you need, when you need it. Anywhere in the world.



	HiPER CUBE™
		 HiPER CUBE™ - HiPER CUBE is a small-form-factor, ruggedized server providing commercial software that enables data interoperability between standard POSIX-based file systems and cloud-based object storage technologies.  The HiPER CUBE appliance provides users with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to move data between these different systems in order to store and manage large volumes of geospatial data, geospatial images, and other media types.









	Industries


	Defense & Intelligence
		PIXIA’s innovative, enterprise software platform changes the game for ISR and special operations by providing anywhere access to mission critical data. 



	Safety & Security
		Our secure platform gives law enforcement and emergency managers the knowledge, confidence and certainty needed to keep the public safe.



	Oil & Gas
		Our intelligent tools ensure the right data gets to the right users to keep refineries running and businesses profitable.









	About


	Company Overview
		PIXIA is a commercial software company.  Learn how our platform empowers users to obtain critical information rapidly and securely.




	Clients & Partners
		From broadcast to the battlefield, PIXIA serves clients across demanding industries. Learn how we help clients see more.



	News
		 Find the latest news, articles, and press releases about what's happening at PIXIA.
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		Be the first to know
Whether it’s real-time mission overwatch or forensic pattern of life analysis, PIXIA’s® solutions provide timely access to relevant data anywhere.


Learn More






	Be the First to Respond
When time is of the essence, PIXIA’s® secure, collaborative platform provides emergency responders with the information they need to rapidly make decisions.


Learn More






	Be the First to Discover
Business continuity depends on efficient data sharing. Oil & gas companies need a common picture across field operations and HQ. PIXIA’s® intelligent tools provide the competitive edge to keep energy flowing efficiently.


Learn More
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Find the exact data you need, precisely when you need it. Anywhere in the world.
Your mission and business critical decisions require immediate access to the right data, at the right time, on the right device. PIXIA makes it possible.
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Enterprise-Grade Solutions for Demanding Industries
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FIRST

RESPONDERS

When disaster strikes, first responders need to act quickly to save lives. PIXIA provides the tools leaders need to make decisions quickly.









HOMELAND SECURITY

Border authorities are responsible for monitoring thousands of square miles. PIXA technology gives leaders the ability to leverage data to keep borders secure.









CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

SECURITY

Safeguarding critical infrastructure is paramount to ensuring public safety and economic stability. PIXIA solutions rapidly deliver the information necessary to effectively identify and mitigate threats to vital facilities.









HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE

& DISASTER RELIEF

Emergency responders need total situational awareness. Agencies equipped with PIXIA technology are prepared to act quickly and decisively to save lives. 











INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE & RECONNAISSANCE

In today’s multi-platform and multi-sensor environments, data overload is a major challenge and a major opportunity. PIXIA provides smarter solutions to help users quickly make sense of massive quantities of large datasets.









FORCE PROTECTION

Real-time response by bringing together data from disparate sensors fast, to keep troops in harm’s way safe.









GEOSPATIAL

Whether you need images in real time, images taken over a period of time and layered together, or video feeds, PIXIA has a solution that is critical to your mission.









SPECIAL OPERATIONS

PIXIA solutions are optimal technical capabilities to support the special operator across the spectrum of special operations force missions. The reach-in technology and web-based data access are key to achieving small personnel and hardware footprints in forward locations. In addition, PIXIA solutions are accredited on the right computer networks and enable access to mission critical data from remote environments disconnected from the larger network.













SEISMIC DATA

Efficiently managing massive volumes of seismic data is a critical business challenge for energy companies. Enabling technologists to collaborate remotely and securely is a reality with PIXIA’s, solutions. We provide the knowledge and confidence energy leaders need.









GIS APPLICATIONS

For production managers, revenue depends on how effectively you’re able to map, plan and launch an expedition. PIXIA technology turns GIS data into action.









SECURITY & PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

When production facilities are located in austere and challenging environments, security is the highest priority. PIXIA provides the ability to remotely monitor pipelines and infrastructure from anywhere on the globe. Our tools provide the insight to keep facilities secure.









SUBSEA

PIXIA supports underwater intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance with integrated project management and engineered subsea solutions to the global offshore oil and gas industry.


















Adaptive
PIXIA products are built on open standards and engineered to adaptively operate across all types of networks, architectures and devices.






Learn More





Accessible
PIXIA technology delivers the speed, performance and scalability necessary to power extremely large data sets in any environment.






Learn More





PROVEN
PIXIA has developed a proven track record of successfully delivering and deploying innovative data solutions to a wide variety of customers.






Learn More












Making Data Make Sense
With current multi-platform and multi-sensor environments, massive quantities of data are regularly stored across a variety of systems. Often, this essential data is trapped in a labyrinth of proprietary systems and data silos. Challenges such as location and bandwidth make accessing and examining the data for relevancy and use a time-consuming task, riddled with inefficiency.

PIXIA solves these challenges by designing and delivering an open, flexible, proven platform that efficiently and securely delivers the right information, wherever and whenever your teams need it most. Here’s how it works:
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Learn How It Works























		Reach Out to Move Forward

PIXIA experts are standing by to help you solve big data challenges at the speed of your mission. Call or enter your contact information to connect with a PIXIA team member today.




CORPORATE HQ

Washington D.C. Area

2350 Corporate Park Dr.

Suite 400

Herndon, Virginia 20171


	

		




	







 		

						

					

									

At PIXIA®, we provide a faster way to inform, a smarter way to analyze, and a more efficient way to obtain knowledge from massive data. Our proven, scalable, standards-driven technology enables instant access to the right data, at the right time, anywhere in the world. Trusted by the most discerning government agencies and private sector clients, PIXIA® technology empowers leaders to make smarter decisions, fast.
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